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via LocksNewsNetwork 
What do Katy Perry, Meryl Streep, Anderson Cooper and Chelsea Clinton have in
common? They have all eaten human flesh at LA’s notorious cannibal restaurant,
Cannibal Club.
The private restaurant has long operated under the radar in Los Angeles, with rumors circulating
about who has attended and what is really served behind closed doors. Now a leaked Cannibal
Club document has exposed some of the notorious restaurant’s “elite” patrons.
CANNIBALISM ‘MORE POPULAR THAN YOU MIGHT THINK’
Meryl Streep, Chelsea Clinton and CNN’s Anderson Cooper all hold Cannibal Club
membership, according to the document. Katy Perry, who has previously said that “Cannibalism
is way more popular than you might think” and “human flesh is the best meat“, is also a regular
diner.
Boasting that the restaurant is the “cutting edge of experimental cuisine” and serves “L.A.’s
cultural elite“, the Cannibal Club website makes clear they “specialize in the preparation of
human meat” that comes from “young and healthy bodies.“
Cannibal Club’s visiting chefs “hail from around the world” and come to L.A. to “practice their
craft free of compromise and unbounded by convention,” according to the Cannibal Club
website.
‘FILMMAKERS, INTELLECTUALS, AND CELEBRITIES’
“Our exclusive clientele includes noted filmmakers, intellectuals, and celebrities who have
embraced the Enlightenment ideals of free expression and rationalism. On event nights,
avant-garde performance artists, celebrated literary figures, and ground-breaking musicians
entertain our guests.
“At Cannibal Club, we celebrate artistic excellence as the natural and inevitable expression of
the unbridled human spirit.“
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Describing each dish as a “study in taste and elegance“, Chef de Cuisine Sophie Laffite
explains: “The meat we serve is selected from the young and healthy. Consistent with the
practice of cannibalism in many primitive societies, we view anthropophagy as homage to the
dead, who are reborn into the bodies of their consumers.”
But don’t think you can just walk in there and check the place out. The private restaurant
operates a strict vetting policy, according to the website:
“It is necessary for us to operate privately and to vette our members in order to avoid
disruption from the less enlightened.“
HUMAN MEAT MENU
The current menu listed on the site includes Sirloin Steak (human meat, flame-broiled
8oz), Liver and Mushroom Pirozhi (“a Russian version of pierogies, baked rather than boiled,
with a savory filling of wild mushrooms and human liver“) and Placenta Lasagne (“an otherwise
traditional lasagna with one layer of cheese substituted by minced placenta in heirloom
tomato sauce, seasoned with garlic, onion and oregano”.)
Elspeth Blake, the Cannibal Club proprietor who claims to have earned her stripes working
under Vincent Sardi Jr. in New York, did not immediately respond to our questions regarding
where the human flesh comes from.
‘YOUNG AND HEALTHY BODIES’
In the FAQ section of the website, Cannibal Club claims:
“Most of the businesses and institutions who supply us prefer to keep those relationships
discreet. On the individual level, bodies are often bequeathed to us. For some, this is a way to
supplement life insurance and offset funerary expenses. For others, such as Cannibal Club
member Gwendoline Fenwich, who was served to her friends and relatives at the Club in
January of 2008, being prepared as a meal, and thereby reborn into the bodies of the living, is
an attractive alternative to the more the traditional practices of burial and cremation.“
The revelation that Hollywood royalty, pop stars and cable TV anchors consume human flesh
when they are in Los Angeles is merely the latest example of public figures being exposed as
dark figures, reveling in the darkness.  Jay-Z described Jesus Christ as “the original fake news“
late in 2017. Miley Cyrus said “Hail Satan” on live radio and claimed she has a closer
relationship with the devil than with her “earthly father”, Billy Ray. Rihanna was caught telling
children in Barbados that “if Jesus hasn’t answered your prayers, try praying to Satan.”
Just last week, Chelsea Clinton told her Twitter followers that Satanism is a “religion” that
deserves “respect.”
These incidents have sparked fears around the world that the Illuminati have moved onto the next
phase of their masterplan, and have begun openly promoting dark spirituality as a viable
religious choice for those seeking guidance.

Tags: PedoGate, PizzaGate, Hollywood, Hollyweird, InvestigatePizzaGate,
InvestigatePedoGate, PedoWood
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Write a comment

Comments: 115

TheGreyGhost40 (Thursday, 31 January 2019 10:04)

They have already lost. 
That is why they are trying so hard to win. 

Good days are coming.

Holyfuck (Tuesday, 12 March 2019 13:34)

Good lord this is unbelievable.

Hairy balls (Wednesday, 20 March 2019 09:10)

Hanging is too good for these sick fuckers . They should be fed to a pack of wild dogs
while alive .

JesusHasRisen (Friday, 24 May 2019 23:55)

For When these Monsters Die in Vein. They will burn in Pits of Hell for all Eternity

Genilia Carmine (Sunday, 02 June 2019 23:31)

Absolutely I agree these sick sick people are going to burn in hell!!!!!!!

Laura MacFadyen (Saturday, 22 June 2019 15:56)

This is repulsive. Jesus Christ will and IS holding you ALL accountable. Please abstain
from this.
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Kitty Meow Meow (Saturday, 29 June 2019 13:47)

They ALL should be thrown in a wood chipper at the slowest speed setting. 

No (Wednesday, 03 July 2019 08:43)

You people will believe anything. 

Ever heard of Snopes? 

Ever tried using it? 

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/cannibal-restaurant/ 

TruthSeaker (Saturday, 06 July 2019 17:37)

Snopes is a propagandist shill for progressive/ leftist people and causes. They defend
leftist people and causes and have no more credibility as a fact checker as the Man in
the Moon.

God's kid (Saturday, 06 July 2019 22:21)

This is sick and evil THe days are dark but the light is from Jesus and I pray for each
one of you to seek the light of Jesus. He is the savior of the world ask him into your
heart he will never let you down. Aren't you tired of living in darkness try Jesus he will
give you peace joy and love. Of these 3 the greatest of these is love. Evil will die but the
truth will set you free and you will be free indeed.

Nancy L (Saturday, 13 July 2019 15:45)

Totally disturbing. Should not be allowed. I hope this place gets shut down.

Not a crazy person (Tuesday, 16 July 2019 19:24)

Why in the world would anyone believe this? Are you all insane? How did you become
so gullible? Can you tie your own shoes? Do you have to wear a helmet?
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WWG1WGA (Wednesday, 17 July 2019 20:58)

Q sent me!! This stuff is VERY VERY TRUE!! Look into Epstein’s torture island!!!
These people are EVIL AND SICK!!! We are taking them down and WINNING!!!!! 
This place will be shut down!!

Gmak (Thursday, 18 July 2019 06:25)

Dear God please bring these people to justice! They do not deserve to live!

JoeMama (Thursday, 18 July 2019 14:36)

Here is a link to the organization's website. Seems legit to me: 

https://cannibalclub.org/ 

DONNA PRITCHARD (Sunday, 21 July 2019 16:07)

MAY GOD HAVE MERCY ON THEIR SOULS, PLEASE TURN BACK NOW FROM
THIS SIN,IS THE FAME AND FORTUNE WORTH LOSING YOUR SOUL,SATAN WILL
DECEIVE YOU AND LIE THAT'S WHAT HE DOES, HE HATES ALL HUMANS, BUT
JESUS LOVES YOU.DON'T GO TO HELL IF YOU WERE TO SPEND ONE MINUTE
THERE IN HUMAN FORM YOU WOULD DIE OF SHOCK, I PRAY FOR ALL OF YOU.

Dorrie (Sunday, 21 July 2019 22:36)

There is nothing more evil or deprived than cannibalism!

Annie Lopez (Monday, 22 July 2019 06:28)

How stupid do you have to be to believe this bullcrap?

Juno (Monday, 22 July 2019 08:04)
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How stupid do you have to be . Remove your rose tinted glasses and see the real evil
that runs this world.

Ummm (Monday, 22 July 2019 13:34)

This is sickening and you idiots that dont believe it enjoy the fema camps.

Silly (Monday, 22 July 2019 15:04)

I just cannot believe how many simple minds believe this, lol. Shaking my head lol.

Dan (Monday, 22 July 2019 16:17)

It's TRUE. And China has dead babies in certain supermarkets, laying on a bed of ice
displayed like fish. I've seen it.

Believer (Monday, 22 July 2019 18:56)

Even the gangs initiate others to eat a organ. Just goggle it. Evil has risen. For those
who don't believe do your research. I work with anti trafficking. Human sacrifices also
happen ever where for different reasons..

Drk2lght (Monday, 22 July 2019 19:30)

Snopes? You mean a liberal beta male and crazy cat lady? Yep, heard of em and could
care less about their bias opinions.

Ffej (Monday, 22 July 2019 22:45)

The Power of Christ Compels You! 

The Power of Christ Compels You!

Elisheva60 (Tuesday, 23 July 2019 00:59)
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Snopes IS a Leftist sight, that's true. But check out their research yourself. I did! They
did a good job on this one. This is FAKE!! Thankfully!! The photos of the staff are stock
photos available for purchase. The photo of the place is a restaurant in Spain. Check
out the research yourself! FAKE NEWS!

Lori D (Tuesday, 23 July 2019 12:45)

Snopes is for Dopes. Enuf said!

EB (Tuesday, 23 July 2019 13:29)

I saw the interview with Katie Perry talking live. She absolutely said she eats human
flesh. No question.

Lee (Tuesday, 23 July 2019 23:28)

Notice YOUNG & HEALTHY BODIES, then is says some are bequeath to offset funeral
expenses. Hmmm hit by a car? Who wants to eat.liver with cancer? 
Most our suppliers remain on the down-low. Hmmm. Illegal gains?

pastortonyruiz (Wednesday, 24 July 2019 01:07)

Unbelievable

Keano (Wednesday, 24 July 2019 06:10)

Show the facts to back these statements. Anyone can post anything about a person
these days. Show me the facts!!

Greg (Wednesday, 24 July 2019 21:04)

Thats where that walnut sauce is

Moz (Saturday, 27 July 2019 17:55)
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If u don't think this is real.then keep eating ur f ing mc Donalds n perservatives. Search
adrenachrome 
Idiot's

H (Sunday, 28 July 2019 22:23)

It's True..they're all cannibals secretly any not so secret anymore.

Selmarg (Monday, 29 July 2019 11:55)

Snopes has debunked lies about Donald Trump, Pat Roberston and Franklin Graham.
So the mantra that Snopes shills for the left is a lie and one that gullible people are
willing to believe because it confirms their own biases.

Martin Mcdaniel (Thursday, 01 August 2019 08:27)

Satans demons they will be in the lake of fire forever and forever God have mercy on
them

Dan Sheppard (Wednesday, 14 August 2019 02:35)

This is a clear signal of a society dying from within. Where, now, Satanic cannibalism
has become a popular culture, via food and cuisine. In an analogy... this restaurant is an
upside down, burning US flag, on a decrepit, bent over lamp post. 

It is an open example of how humanity can die from within.

The mish (Sunday, 18 August 2019 09:56)

How is this even legal?

Dean Byron (Sunday, 25 August 2019 12:13)

Only those who have forgotten or underestimate the capacity of humans (especially the
most powerful and detached from ordinary people) for evil. Why should we be
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surprised? Columbus traded pig with the natives of central America and killed them
when they said humans tasted like pork.

God is coming for you (Monday, 26 August 2019 12:38)

Ever hear that snoops is owned by satanic pedovores? Cuz I’ve head Clinton owns a
good amount of snoops , I’ve proven snoops wrong a few times. 2019 google lies like
they were under sniper fire coming off the plane

Faith (Sunday, 01 September 2019 03:30)

End times are coming , more and more signs , cant wait for earth to be cleansed from
the filth and wicked and cruel

Feather (Thursday, 19 September 2019 19:03)

Tau te Rangimarie ake ake ake

Brian (Thursday, 26 September 2019 17:02)

Instead of earning a seat at Heaven's wedding banquet, these people have earned a
seat a Satan's banquet...where the are the main course!

Maru (Saturday, 28 September 2019 08:19)

You people are disgusting! You are playing with fire, literally. When your days are
finished in this world you will beg for Jesus to get you 
out of hell. It will be too late then... 
I beg you to hear the voice of Jesus. He died for our sins. 
Satan hates you and wants to pull you into hell. I pray that you all wake up and to Jesus
RIGHT NOW! 

Jeri (Sunday, 29 September 2019 12:04)

Disgusting and demonic! Jesus is Lord. God will judge these sick people or Nephilim!
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burke bradly (Monday, 30 September 2019 11:35)

this isfake

Amanda Muse (Sunday, 20 October 2019 02:42)

I am the Quality Control Executive for Cannibal Cravings at The Hollydale, the only
genuine cannibal restaurant in California. Our website is peoplearemeat.com. For the
record, Katie Perry, Meryl Streep and all of the Clintons are on our blacklist. Perry and
Streep are not allowed at The Hollydale because of the uproar over their alleged
attendance at our competitor restaurant, which has since closed. The Clintons are
banned because we feel they simply do not meet our high standards... Very common,
low class, unattractive and very uncouth. We run a healthy, classy, clean and legal
establishment. No devil worshipping, no unsanctioned violence, no morgue meat, no
hospital meat. Email me at info@peoplearemeat.com if you have questions or check
our site if you want to see how a compliant, upscale, ethical cannibal restaurant is run. 

With love and respect to all, I thank you for your input here. 

Amanda Muse 
Quality Control Executive 
Cannibal Cravings at The Hollydale 
Www.peoplearemeat.com

Tia Perry (Sunday, 27 October 2019 21:11)

The zombie apocalypse is evidentially upon us.

Grammy (Thursday, 31 October 2019 16:48)

And this is why they want to open the borders for illegals, well the children!!! They want
to eat them!��they are going straight to hell!

John (Monday, 11 November 2019 17:02)

Yes this is sick and sadistic, yet many people who have unknowingly been doing this for
life times in churches around the world subliminally. 
The Christian faith ask you to eat the body and drink the blood of Jesus Christ 
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This is a subliminal satanic form of canibalism 
There now all you who follow Christianity no matter what religion you follow truly know
that you’re really serving Satan

Gemelia Restum (Monday, 11 November 2019 17:27)

This has to be a joke. Civilized people don't eat each other. Satanic.

SMH_just_no (Monday, 11 November 2019 19:08)

This entire piece is batshit. 
I have eradicated actual knowledge by defiling my mind with this absolute dumpster fire
nonsense. 
Where do you come up with this shit? NM, Alex Jones and the lizard people, lol. 
Legitimately, I implore anyone reading this who even considers taking it seriously, to get
immediate mental health care.

jo (Monday, 11 November 2019 22:06)

God is coming soon, when he decides to come I'm ready!

Pete (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 00:03)

Jeffery Epstein Didn't Kill Himself

Zombieflier (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 02:46)

Omg they like long pig, make me wonder if they serve up vegan meals aswell

The skeptic (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 07:39)

Sounds like bullshit to me. 

Marathia H. (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 12:26)
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Bunch of depraves and lost souls! God have mercy....

Ceecee (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 13:34)

Ever hear of Kuru disease? It's caused by an organism that lives in the human nervous
system, that is in the brain, spinal chord, and the nerves that run to the muscles and
make them work. As long it stays in the nervous system, there is no harm done. Heck, it
might even do us some good in our nervous systems. But if this organism gets in your
digestive tract, you are in big trouble. 
The only way this happens is human meat is first contaminated during the butchering
process. The cutting instrument cuts the nerves to the muscles or maybe even the spinal
chord. The cutting instrument gets the Kuru organism on it. Then the meat is cut and the
Kuru organism gets on the meat. 
When some poor fool eats the meat, they get the Kuru organism into their digestive
tract. This sets the stage for Kuru disease. 
This is why cannibalism never catches on in large, populous, and successful societies.
It's mostly found in small, isolated, and sickly tribes, or in societies that are on the way
out.

Lord save us all (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 13:57)

I don’t know what to believe anymore. You people will believe anything... but it also
makes me wonder.... what the helll is going on in peoples heads ... “hey mark, I’m going
out to dinner tonight, care to come?” “Oh no, Steve, I will skip on the humans tonight...
my belly doesn’t favor it..” 

But seriously �

Blair Marionneaux (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 14:24)

I guess they never heard of the mad cow type disease in humans that affect natives in
New Guinea from ritual cannibalism. These people ingest flesh from dead relatives in
religious rituals. Many of them get this disease getting palsy type symptoms leading to
death. Mad cow disease was from feeding cattle feed that contained beef scrap
products. Eating your own species flesh ain't good for you. I have no idea it this
restaurant thing is true or not. It probably isn't. Just saying dont eat your brother.
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Jan Shaw (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 14:51)

If they're young and healthy, why are they dead????

� (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 19:06)

They are all very sick Individuals maybe one day they will be served at somebody’s
dinner after all they are pushing this agenda and they’ll be on somebody’s plate that is
truly sick in the head but I guess now in California they got all those people sleeping in
the streets will be their dinner one day and maybe they’ll catch their diseases .

Charles (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 19:22)

..and people can't believe that Hollyweird / the Cabal sacrifice babies & children, drink
blood and have satanic orgies. Where do you suppose these Satanic scum got a taste
for human flesh? People need to wake up. These are not "conspiracy theories".

Peter (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 20:27)

For those that don't believe, here is the link to the restaurant:
http://cannibalclub.org/faq.html

Allen (Tuesday, 12 November 2019 23:36)

I can see lifeless energy returned to energy not to let it waste.But it is disgusting I can
both sides but it sure the hell isn't for me I don't think it was meant to be. They must be
Democrats. Then Jeff Epstein didn't kill himself. And Hillary should be in jail

Meredith (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 00:17)

Im going to vomit.

None (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 00:40)

Holy shit you're fucking stupid. So is anyone else who believes this stupid bullshit.
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None (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 00:44)

All the staff photos are stock photos taken off the internet. They have you morons
chasing shadows while they get away with real shit. Fake news fucking idiots.

Are you all retarded (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 03:20)

Please refer yourself to my name, it covers my entire opinion.

Papa Riz (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 03:41)

This is fake! The photos of the Staff members on the fake Cannibal Club website are
stock photos that you can find on iStock. I can’t believe you people are gullible enough
to believe this, then again, most of you are gullible enough to believe Christianity, so I’m
not surprised.

JESUS1 (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 04:31)

Snopes is nothing but a BS disinformation sight!

Joe Kudak (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 05:40)

Pieces of walking shit, way too much time and money on their hands.

You’ll believe anything (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 06:45)

This did not and will not ever happen. It’s crap like this that makes me wish god was
real. He would smite these liars mightily. Stop making liars famous.

Ronda Brown (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 08:02)

The complete list of patrons need released. These sick humans should be fully exposed
and brought into the light.

Confuesed (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 08:40)
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How can they operate leagely in the US ,

Mike salemmd (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 08:44)

I have a little ass fat, and I could use the extra money, win, win situation

Deborah (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 10:42)

They are going to be condemned by all who have seen this

Dianna (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 11:37)

That is just sick........

You People Are Dumb! (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 12:27)

I can’t believe this shit website, Factions of Freedom, is posting this article. First off, try
clicking on some of the links to what these celebrities supposedly said. They all point to
a website called News Punch, and they all say Page 404 Not Found. Second, take a
look at the Cannibal Club website and you will see that it looks outdated. Do you really
think that a website for wealthy elites is going to look so cheap. My 2 year old can
design a better site. Third, the biggest giveaway that this is a fraud is the Staff
Members pictures. Theyre stock photos taken directly from the iStock website. For
example, Hero Conners is actually a photo called ‘Beatnik Nick’. You people on here
bitching and complaining about Snopes being a leftist site? Well at least they debunked
Cannibal Club with actual working links to support their story. Unlike Factions of
Freedom, who lazily reports this article without any research. And then theres most of
you people commenting here. Gullible Bible Humpers who believe a shit article like this
who don’t even bother to check out the validity of this nonsense. To think, morons like
you get to vote.

Long Pig (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 14:19)

I agree with You People Are Dumb! Even if any of this is truth, it is irrelivant. Did you
know that pigs have nearly the same DNA as humans? Yet you all eat that like it is
candy. Anyone who eats pork is as much of a cannibal as anyone eating human in the
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Cannibal Club. Pigs and humans are so close in DNA that body parts for human
transplants are being grown in living pigs. Hope you enjoy your bacon!

Clelon (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 17:06)

I don’t believe this!! This is just to crazy !!

Nettie Ventura (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 19:10)

Soylent Green

JesusLovesMe (Wednesday, 13 November 2019 23:50)

Man these are some seriously sick people. I am sure they are killing abducted kids and
innocents and they will burn in hell for their acts of disgustingness. All known Satan
worshippers. God help us bring these sickos down! There is nothing good about these
folk. Even Keanu Reeves saw dead babies in a certain refrigerator at a party and got
the heck out of there! What is going on in this earth. It's insane.

Charmayne (Thursday, 14 November 2019 07:50)

Hard to believe! Where are they getting their healthy bodies? I guess I'm a doubting
Thomas. I'm not a leftist but this one needs a lot of research.

Tim Morris (Thursday, 14 November 2019 08:40)

WTH WTF how stupid do you think we are this is crazy s*** you can't tell me this
operates under the radar it's it illegal it can't happen here I'm in terms of course they
could be imported from China LOL

Jacqueline Kenyon (Thursday, 14 November 2019)

No wonder they are twisted fucks:/ this is Satan:/ ugh

Jeremy (Friday, 15 November 2019 05:48)
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They are trying to mainstream and make it cool. 
Just as they have made so many things such as gender fluidity ect. Changing words
and the meaning of words as well as 
Deconstructing the family unit. Making it cool to abort or kill babies. You can go on and
on! We are in trouble if this country does not get back values and ethics!!

facku (Friday, 15 November 2019 07:02)

Thet should all be shot immediately without trial execution style

Sydney (Friday, 15 November 2019 08:16)

If the meat is from young healthy people where are they getting them? People in that
area need to watch their children...

Stephanie (Friday, 15 November 2019 12:40)

Fake news

Beth (Friday, 15 November 2019 15:50)

Children are going missing everyday here in America and around the world. 

Blissfool (Saturday, 16 November 2019 15:37)

One can only wonder if this is true but nothing surprises me anymore because these
people are in fact Evil and have no conscious. I also might add their all literally crazy as
hell Because that’s where their all going.

Sam (Saturday, 16 November 2019 15:43)

Yea, I found the real website. This is ligit people. cannibalclub.org.....

Mo (Saturday, 16 November 2019 19:25)
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I'm sure it the aborted babies, that's why Hellywood is so for abortions! Sickening!

Stinkerbell (Saturday, 16 November 2019 21:28)

These horrible people are satan’s Disciples.

Cannibal Club is Fake (Saturday, 16 November 2019 23:16)

The website hasn’t been updated in years. The pictures of the staff members are from
the iStock photo library. It’s all fake news and you people are so friggin stupid for
believing it.

Gazah (Sunday, 17 November 2019 09:16)

The way to win is to say a prayer for them this is a spiritual war and hate is what they
need!

Lordi (Sunday, 17 November 2019 09:17)

I lived in Los Angeles for 30 years and have never heard any such place. No surprise
however of dark gatherings.....look at all with Dr. HODEL and all his wickedness and
parties in the 1950s! ....he was a murderer also. Been going on for decades.

Victor (Sunday, 17 November 2019 15:29)

I grieve for them all....how can a sensible person eat the flesh of his fellow human

Guzbro (Sunday, 17 November 2019 16:21)

The gullibility of some people will never cease to amaze me. Close your eyes to the
horrors of the Trump administration (why do you think they cage children? It’s to supply
clubs like this!) but you’ll believe this. No wonder Trump supporters are the butt of so
many jokes. 

Igor (Sunday, 17 November 2019 21:22)
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For those who don't believe this is real, they have a website, with a menu:
http://cannibalclub.org

SAMANTHA (Monday, 18 November 2019 07:14)

I don't know if I believe this or not. It actually would surprise me if this DOES actually
happen. I've been digging deeper on the net to find more info and facts. I'm leaning
more towards towards this is true!!

James McBride (Monday, 18 November 2019 12:31)

Where do they get the meat and how does it get by the FDA? Don't jump to conclusions
every time the internet says something. Dont disbelieve it either. Fair trials for
everybody

Cheryl (Monday, 18 November 2019 12:56)

I can’t do anything but laugh. How in the world could some of you believe this insane
story? Never mind I’ll just keep laughing anything else is a waste of time.

Myra (Wednesday, 20 November 2019 02:26)

The Walking dead.That is Sick!Must be like Jeffrey Dalmer. 
Gross me out.

Jim (Friday, 22 November 2019 22:50)

I really don't know what to say but yuck

Huggy (Saturday, 23 November 2019 00:19)

There is no such place. I don't care if you believe Snopes or your own common sense.
There is no such place. And I feel sorry if you are that gullible that you believe there is.
But if it got a rise out of you, the author was successful.
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Me (Saturday, 23 November 2019 13:04)

If you believe in Christianity you also have to believe in Satanism you can't have one
without the other, and human flesh prob taste like pork it's no different to other animals
eating their babies it's just we think we are better than animals ......... Which we aren't of
course

Daniel (Saturday, 23 November 2019 20:15)

You religious folks actually think this is legitimately human flesh, don't you? It. Is. Not. It is
a PR stunt and you are the bait.

Mansfield (Friday, 29 November 2019 02:48)

Can you say "Bovine spongiform encephalopathy?" Explains a lot.

Scheel Shenoy (Saturday, 30 November 2019 09:39)

There's a movement to go vegan,and people are eating humans. 
Where are they getting human flesh from? Killing to eat ? Scary and yuck.

fuck them (Monday, 23 December 2019 16:41)

they are so selfish to even tell children to pray to satan. 
fuck them

Sonjiesue (Sunday, 29 December 2019 10:15)

I am glad I am not alone in all that I read read in the comments. HORROR is coming
form them. The Lord Almighty will let them see and let what they see deal directly with
whome they worship........ Seriously!!! What is wrong with eating Sara Lee's whole
wheat bread and lot's of home made butter.

Todd (Sunday, 29 December 2019 19:45)
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Well first off for those that bash Trump for caging kids may want to get caught up with
the reality that it was Obama that did that. Quit listening to fake news. For those that
know what is really going on, look up Bohemian grove, red shoe's exposed, research
the pedophilia, child and sex trafficking, NWO, agenda 15, 21, 30 and 35, look up
JFK's NWO speech, Look at Creepy Joe Biden and many more. Look at the
transgender, sodomy, and transvestites that are being pushed into the schools. This is
just another part of it all. Why do you think they want abortions etc? This is very true and
very gross. They and all of Hollywood and the left are into Satanism. Period. Start doing
homework.

666 (Wednesday, 01 January 2020 11:01)

I am here.
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